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Mathematics makes a man methodical or
systematic. It makes our life orderly and
prevents chaos. Keeping with the theme of
the October month, the students of grade
10G conducted the morning assembly on
3rd October, 2018. It started with the
qur’anic recitation and translation
followed by the national anthem.
The students informed the audience about
the contributions and achievements of
great mathematicians throughout history
and the present time. They shared many
ideas pertaining to math.
Certain qualities that are nurtured by
mathematics are power of reasoning,
creativity, abstract or spatial thinking,
critical thinking, problem-solving ability
and even effective communication skills.
Mathematics is the cradle of all creations,
without which the world cannot move an
inch. Be it a cook or a farmer, a
carpenter or a mechanic, a shopkeeper or a
doctor an engineer or a scientist, a
musician or a magician, everyone needs
mathematics in their day-to-day life.



Even insects use mathematics in their
everyday life for existence. Snails make
their shells, spiders design their webs,
and bees build hexagonal combs. There
are countless examples of mathematical
patterns in nature’s fabric shared the
students presenting the assembly with
their fellow mates.
These endless gifts of Math, make it an
enjoyable subject at school.
The assembly concluded with the
announcement of the events that were to
take place during the Maths month.









“The dream begins with a teacher who believes 

in you, who tugs and pushes and leads you to the 

next plateau, sometimes poking you with a sharp 

stick called truth….”

A teacher is not only a mentor, a guide, a

philosopher but a friend too. To honor the efforts

of the teachers a day is not enough for sure, but

as a part of showing the immense gratitude

students hold in their hearts paved a way for an

extraordinary assembly in the premises of British

International School, Ajman on 9th October

2018.

The main idea of the entire assembly

was imparting the message that

a teacher does not only encourage

students to open the door of wisdom

but also encourages all the students

to walk through it themselves.

Undoubtedly, as the assembly

progressed the audience realized that

a teacher affects our lives

till eternity; you can never tell where

their influence stops in life. The

students enthusiastically took names

of their beloved teachers to

appreciate and thank them for their

endless efforts.



After all a teacher is the one who executes the

most vital task of stimulating apparently ordinary

people to extraordinary souls.

The assembly highlighted the fact that the

toughest part of being a teacher is not

only identifying winners: it is in making winners

out of ordinary people

Last but not the least, the most special part of the

assembly was the gifting of those beautiful

handmade cards by our little budding artists who

put in their best to make every teacher feel

special because

“A Teacher can inspire hope, ignite the 

imagination, and instill a love for learning. ...”





“It is our responsibility to strike a

balance between those who are

hungry and those who are treated

with the best of the cuisines… Let

us be more responsible, let us feed

the hungry, and let us share our

food.”

If you can’t feed a HUNDRED

people, then just feed ONE. The

thought provoking start of a

wonderful assembly by the

students of British International

School, Ajman on 16th October

under the leadership of teachers

paved its way to some serious

thought on the wastage of food

that happens on a large scale

worldwide and on a small scale

every day in every home.



The assembly focused on the different

and important ways the youth could

take steps to stop the wastage of food.

The students highlighted the fact that

there are enough resources in the world

to make sure no one sleeps empty

stomach, but the proper usage of these

resources are the major reason for the

global sufferings we witness.

For some in the world food is a way to

live, for some a way to relish and for

many other it’s a luxury.

The students presented different ways

through which food would suffice

everyone’s need and greed. They

suggested of ways like donating food to

a food bank, serving only the required

quantities, educating youth today about

the shortage expected tomorrow.



It was an assembly that generated a

feeling of self -realization and promoted

the understanding the consequences of

our actions.

Ultimately, their goal was to educate

others about hunger and malnutrition,

and to make them realize the importance

of effectively managing the usage of food

at least in our own homes.

After all, it’s a problem on a larger scale

but small efforts will definitely bring

about a great change.

“Little drops of water can make a mighty 

ocean.”



Physics extends well into our everyday life,

describing the motion, forces and energy of

ordinary experiences. In actions such as

walking, driving a car or using a phone, physics

is at work. For everyday living, all the

technologies we might take for granted exploit

the rules of physics, based on the beliefs and

perceptions of people all around the world, the

students of grade 7 of British International

School, Ajman under the guidance of their

teachers conducted an assembly on 22nd October,

2018 reinforcing the importance of Maths and

Physics in our daily lives.



“Math is everywhere. Similarly, there’s a lot of

practical applications of physics too. Students

emphasized on the fact that having a good

grasp on numbers helps us make sense of

finances, probabilities, time calculations, etc.

There are a tons of reasons why understanding

of basic mechanical physics tends to be a good

idea in a world where we operate.

The students highlighted the fact that studying

Mathematics and Science is an exercise in

accepting the unintuitive. The truth lies in

finding the facts and understanding the logic

and not in just accepting what is seen. It lives

in well-formed logical arguments. Not in what

one “feels right”. And when one learns to seek

truth with rigor, they no longer get confused.

We can move our world forward only with

practical answers to the impractical questions.

Thus the students with their magical assembly

proved that it is imperative to recognize and

appreciate the use of Physics and Mathematics

in our daily lives.







‘No matter who you are or what you do, your 
manners will have a direct impact on your 

professional and social success’.

To understand & implement etiquettes and ethics in
every facet of life, a special assembly was conducted
by class 7G2. Students advocated that ethics is a
fundamental part of personality that defines behavior
as well as the way a person reacts or perceives things.

The message was communicated in a unique manner,
highlighting the need to inculcate in students the
wisdom to exhibit right behaviour in both the school
and the larger community.

Students showed the importance of good etiquettes &
ethics in the form of a live demonstration for better
understanding. They touched upon areas specifying the
need of respecting elders & being kind to the young.



After the welcome speech the topic was introduced
& an interesting skit was enacted to emphasize the
importance of ‘Respecting elders and being kind to
them’.

To conclude the assembly students came up with
placards identifying ethics & etiquettes to be
followed. They wanted to emphasize that ethics,
good behavior and manners are never out of style.
Etiquette, like all other cultural behaviors, evolves to
match the time. Without etiquette, members of
society would show far too much impatience and
disrespect for one another, which would lead to
insults, dishonesty, cheating, road rage, fist fights,
and other unfortunate incidents.

Our students ably emphasized ethics & etiquette as
a set of guidelines for politeness and good manners,
the kindnesses with which we should always treat
each other as kindness always matters!









“The only way to learn Maths is to do 

Mathematics.”
British International School, Ajman believes

that Mathematics is not about numbers,

equations, computations, or algorithms: It is

about UNDERSTANDING!

Quiz competitions help the students to think

from a different perspective. It also promotes

many good qualities like teamwork, problem

solving skills, time management, patience etc.

In order to test the knowledge of the basic

concepts, an Inter- House Math quiz was

organized at the British International School,

Ajman on the 14th October, 2018.The students

across grade 5 to 10 participated

enthusiastically and made the event a huge

success

.The quiz was presented in an interactive

manner and the students enthusiastically

participated in it. It commenced

with the declaration of the rules and

regulations of the competition. There were

four teams in total and the quiz comprised of

four rounds- Roman numeral round,

Mental Math round, basic

Mathematics operations and the Rapid fire

round.



It’s always beautiful to cherish the spirit,

the inquisitiveness and the urge to win of

these young minds.

Overall, it was an enriching, interesting

and fun filled activity. The competition

among the teams was very tough but in the

end, the most exciting, thrilling and evenly

contested battle was won by Archimedes

Team.

The entire show was put up with lots of

efforts and commitment by the Maths

department. Kudos! A job certainly well

done!

TEAMSPIRIT#FUN#LEARNING

#BRITISH INTERNATIONAL 

SCHOOL#MATHS QUIZ#A HIT#







“Treasure hunts make much better stories when 

there’s treasure at the end.”
On 30th October 2018, British International School,

Ajman had organized a Treasure Hunt for the students

as a part of the glorification of the Maths month.

The treasure hunt was organized across the school and

the students participated in huge numbers and enjoyed

every moment of learning with lots of fun and

inquisitiveness.

It was a time-bound activity and the house that would

gather all the clues and reach their goal before

time would be declared as the winner. There were twelve

clues and every clue lead to the next step. Various parts

of the school premises were used to place the clues with

the help of the teaching staff.

There was a lot of exhilaration as children ran from

pillar to post to reach to their next clue. Each clue was in

the form of a riddle and the students thoroughly savored

decoding the hints. There was a display of tremendous

team work and coordination among the house members.

In the end it was a treat to watch the winners find the

“treasure” with huge smiles on their faces.



Kudos! To the efforts of the students and the Maths

department for putting up a brilliant show that not only

accelerated the fun associated with Maths but also threw

light on the importance of taking the ownership of one’s

learning.





“Maths has the power to find answers to the 

questions that seem unanswerable.”

At British International School, we not

only think differently but believe in doing

things differently as well .That’s exactly, how

The Maths Elocution Competition shaped up

on 21st October 2018 in the MP hall of the

school.

The topics given to the students were

a. How Math is useful in our daily lives?

b. Why do we study Math?

Students participated with an urge to

showcase their talents that is not only limited

to the four walls of their classrooms but to an

audience across the school. They spoke about

significance of Mathematics in a way that

truly showed their interest in the subject and

their zeal to learn it in depth. The program

was judged by our very capable and proficient

teachers Ms. Indu and Ms. Ayesha who judged

the students not only basis of their knowledge

about Maths but their body language,

pronunciations and their way of expressing

their knowledge to the audience.



Mathematics is certainly the methodical

application of matter. Mathematics makes

our life orderly and prevents chaos. Certain

qualities that are nurtured by mathematics

are power of reasoning, creativity, abstract or

spatial thinking, critical thinking, problem-

solving ability and even effective

communication skills which in turn

interested the Maths department to hold an

elocution competition for the students.

The children actually focused on the fact that

Maths has a vital role to play in our daily

lives; and their words provoked the audience

to imagine if there were no Mathematics at

all and the complications thereafter.

After such an electrifying performance by all

the students, it certainly was a very

difficult task for the judges to choose the

winners, but just like its rightly said that

leaders show up their way differently, the

winners had marked their presence and

thus they themselves led their way in

being the Winners!

However, it’s not about winning, its about

having the guts and the interest to express

your feelings in a right way however less or

more, however dull or awesome, however

scary or supportive circumstances get!






